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Abstract: Data mining is the phenomenon of extracting fruitful knowledge from contrasting perspectives.
Frequent patterns are patterns that appear in a database most frequently. Various techniques have been
recommended to increase the performance of frequent pattern mining algorithms. Energetic frequent pattern (FP)
mining algorithms are conclusive for mining association rule. Here, we examine the matter of association rule
mining for items in a massive database. This paper compares the algorithms of frequent pattern mining that use
candidate itemset generation and the algorithms without candidate itemset generation. In order to have on field
simulation for comparison, a case study algorithm from both types was chosen such as Apriori, ECLAT and
FP-growth algorithms. Apriori algorithm is a classic algorithm for generating frequent patterns. This algorithm
uses breath first search (BFS) and the generation of candidate itemset is needed. Equivalence class clustering
and bottom up lattice traversal (ECLAT) algorithm accommodates ‘Depth First Search’ approach and requires
the generation of candidate itemset. The FP-growth algorithm follows the ‘Divide and Conquer’ method and
does not require candidate itemset generation. In this paper, the benchmark databases considered for
comparison are spect heart data, primary tumor, mushroom etc. It is found out that the FP-Growth algorithm
outperforms the Apriori and ECLAT algorithms for all databases in terms of runtime and usage of memory.

Key words: Apriori  Association Rule Mining Algorithm  Data Mining  ECLAT  FP-Growth  Minimum
Support  Pruning

INTRODUCTION Descriptive consists of classification, regression,

Data Mining is the phenomenon of revealing useful clustering, sequential analysis etc. Among the data
and hidden knowledge from dense transaction database mining techniques, association rule mining carries most
[1]. Data mining has gained prominence in recent times significance.
due to theoretical challenges and practical applications Association rule mining (ARM) is a most important
associated with generation of anonymous knowledge research topic and it is universally used in medical and
from real world databases. Association rule mining is one other fields [1]. Since introduced in 1993 association rule
of the functionalities in data mining. The data is in the has received a vast deal of attention. It is defined as the
form of the transactional or relational model. The term relationship between the itemsets. The process of finding
“knowledge discovery database” or KDD is used as an the association rules has gained prominence. It is still one
alternative term for data mining. Data mining or KDD of the prominent discovery techniques in knowledge
includes the steps of data cleaning, integration, selection, discovery and data mining. The goal of ARM is to

The two “high level” techniques of data mining are: items in the transaction databases or other data

Descriptive areas such as telecommunication networks, market and
Predictive risk management, inventory control etc. 

prediction etc. Predictive consists of association,

discover frequent patterns, associations among sets of

repositories. Association rules are widely used in various
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Two Step of Association Rule are: ECLAT uses a vertical layout of a database. Each

Frequent Itemset Generation [4]. It overthrown the disadvantage of Apriori algorithm
Rule Generation with regards to database scan. Rapid Association Rule

Two basic attributes of Association Rule Mining by using a tree structure-SOTrieIT and without scanning.
(ARM) are: Generation of candidate itemset is not required.

Support which is special in sparse data. In sparse data most of the
Confidence transactions are distinct from each other. It uses a

For example, I= {i , i  i …i } be the set of n different Even though it does not give assurance in terms of1 2, 3 n

items called items. T= {t  t  t  … t } group of transactions runtime and usage of memory since it is based on Apriori1, 2, 3 n

called database. An association rule is indicated as X=>Y, algorithm
where X and Y are sets of items and X?I and Y?I are Another achievement in the frequent pattern mining
itemsets. X is called the anterior or left side of the rule and is FP-Growth algorithm. [7] Introduced an energetic
Y the consequence or right side of the rule. The ambition algorithm called FP-Growth which establishes a frequent
of association rule mining is to discover all the rules with pattern tree construction called FP-Tree It overcomes two
support and confidence outstrip user stated thresholds, flaws of Apriori algorithm [15]. First, it does not discover
i.e., minimum support and minimum confidence threshold. candidate patterns. Second, database scan is done only
Support(s) of an association rule is defined as the fraction twice. It takes up divide and conquers method. An
of X to the overall transaction T in the database. The improved frequent pattern (IFP) growth technique for
confidence value of a rule, X=>Y, with respect to discovering frequent patterns is proposed [16]. This
transactions T, is the fraction of the transactions that algorithm requires lower usage of memory and it shows
contains X which also contains Y. improved results in testing with FP-tree based algorithm.

Frequent pattern mining is the most significant field
in  association  rule mining. Frequent pattern mining is Association Rule Mining Algorithms: Association rule
discovered in [1]. It was first developed for Market Basket mining makes use of fundamental algorithms of Apriori,
Analysis. FPM is an fundamental phenomenon and plays ECLAT and FP-growth to discover effective frequent
an essential aspect in many applications [3] [9] [18] [19] patterns.
[20] [21]. FPM can be tested on a discrete form of data Apriori Algorithm: Apriori algorithm is an classic
such as transaction databases, sequence databases, algorithm for generating frequent patterns [3]. As the
streams, strings, spatial data, graphs, etc., [22-33]. algorithm uses prior knowledge of frequent item set

Related Work and Contribution: Numerous techniques Apriori is an iterative approach known as level-wise
have been experimented for mining association rules in search.  This  algorithm  uses breath first search (BFS).
the research studies [11, 12, 13]. In the arena of The  thought  of  iteration is to expose frequent patterns.
association rule mining the Apriori algorithm is most It uses an effective concept called as pruning where
extensively used algorithm that generates candidate pruning eliminates the less occurring items. Commonly
patterns [3]. It is a level-wise search. It mines frequent Apriori is of two steps.
patterns by countless scans of a database. On the basis
of Apriori algorithm, many algorithms have been worked In the first phase candidate patterns are generated 
out with some improvements or adjustments such as In the second phase finding the existence of each
AprioriTid  algorithm  [3].  It  recovers  more time and candidate set in the transaction database and
usage  of  memory  is minimal. Apriori Hybrid [3], SetM pruning of all the rules that are infrequent and
(Set Oriented Mining of association rules) [11], Partition generating the frequent patterns. 
algorithm, Sampling algorithm, CARMA (Continuous
Association Rule Mining algorithm) [13], DIC algorithm Consider the transaction database shown in Table 1,
(prefix tree data structure) are further improved Apriori where the database consists of five transactions. Fig. 1
algorithm which decreases the database scans. depicts the steps to derive frequent patterns using apriori.

item is symbolized by a set of transaction ids called tidset

mining (RARM) mentioned in [14] creates large itemsets

UT-Miner [17] is an improvised Apriori algorithm

structure of array to improve the performance of mining.

properties the algorithm is named as Apriori algorithm.
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Table 1: Transaction database
TID Items
100 f, c, a, d
200 f, c, a, g, e
300 f, c, b, a, h
400 f, b, g
500 c, b

Fig. 1: Steps to derive frequent itemsets using Apriori 

In the first stage database is scanned to find the existence
of  each  item.  In  this example minimum support is >=2.
As minimum support is greater than or equal to two the
items ’d’, 'e', 'h' is getting eliminate is called as pruning.

In the next phase joining step is achieved by
coupling each item with the other item and look through
the database to find the existence of the itemset. By using

pruning again remove the itemset that does not match
minimum support. So itemset {a, b}{b, c}{b, f} is getting
eliminate. In the next phase associating each item with the
other and look through the database to find the presence
of the itemsets. Thus the itemset {a, c, f: 3} are frequent
patterns.  Finally,  it  discovers  the frequent patterns of
{a, c, f: 3}.

The drawback of Apriori algorithm is that longer
frequent item sets has to undergo many iterations. As a
result performance decreases. It requires many database
scans and not possible in huge transaction database. It is
not applicable for real time applications. As scanning is
done many times, time consumption is more.

Apriori Algorithm

Step 1: F  = {large 1-itemsets};1

Step 2: for ( n = 2; F Ø; k++ ) do beginn-1

Step 3: C  = apriori-generating(F  ); // New candidatesn n-1

Step 4: For all transactions t  D do begin
Step 5: C  = subset(C  , t); // Candidates contained in tt n

Step 6: For all candidates c  C  dot

Step 7: c.count++;
Step 8: end
Step 9: F  = {c  C  | c.count = minsup}n n

Step 10: end
Answer = U  F ;n n

Equivalence Class Clustering and Bottom Up Lattice
Traversal (ECLAT) Algorithm: ECLAT is an improvised
form of Apriori. Equivalence Class Clustering and Bottom
up Lattice Traversal (ECLAT) is proposed in [4]. ECLAT
overthrew the limitation of Apriori in the case of database
scan; it completes the task in a single scan. ECLAT
algorithm searches for the item with the bottom like depth
first search. ECLAT algorithm is a very simple algorithm
to find the frequent itemsets. This algorithm uses a
vertical database. It is not advisable for horizontal
database. If there is any horizontal database, then we
need to convert into a vertical database. There is no need
to scan the database again and again. ECLAT algorithm
scans the database only once. Support is counted and
confidence is not calculated in this algorithm [5, 6].

In order to illustrate, the transaction database is
shown in Table 2. Steps to derive frequent patterns using
ECLAT algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the first
challenge of ECLAT is to convert a horizontal database
into a vertical layout to process whereas the Apriori uses
horizontal dataset as displayed in Fig. 1. Here the
minimum  support  is greater than 2. Each item is simulated
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Fig. 2: Steps to derive frequent patterns using ECLAT algorithm 

Table 2: Transaction Database

TID Item bought

1 d, c, a, f
2 g, c, a, f, e
3 b, a, c, f, h
4 g, b, f
5 c, b

by a group of transaction ids (TID) which is called tidset
and finding the occurrence of each item. The items a, b,
c…f are purchased at various intervals. Here, the database
scanning shows that item ’a’ is purchased at TID 1, 2 and
3, item ‘b; is purchased at TID 3, 4 and 5, item ‘c’ is
purchased at TID 1, 2, 3, 5 and item ‘d’ is purchased at
TID 1. Similarly, the scanning is continued for all the
remaining items up to item ‘f’.

In the next phase, each item is combined with other
item  known  as  join  step.  Let  us  consider ‘a’ and ‘b.
The frequency of combination ‘a’ and ‘b’ is arrived in the
vertical layout. The common TID between the vertical
layouts are listed out and then count is noted. The count
of {a, b: 1}. Similarly, the process is repeated for all other
combinations.  In  the next step, the approach of pruning
is  applied. Here, minimum support which is lower than 2
is eliminated. In this illustration, the itemset {a, c} {a, f}
{c, f} are taken for next stage as they satisfy minimum

support.  The  same step is repeated for comparing all
other combinations. Finally the frequent patterns are
found: {a, c, f: 3} {c, f: 3}. The bottleneck of ECLAT is the
requirement of virtual memory to process the transaction.

ECLAT Algorithm

Input: F = {I ..I } frequent k itemsets 1 n

Output: F  Frequent Item Sets |R|

Terminology:

(i) F  is defined as database having F ={I , I , ..., I }k k 1 2 n

(ii) denotes the itemsets where itemsets means
collection of items in database Fk

(iii) I  and I  both should be from same equivalence Classi j

Bottom-Up (F ):k

Step 1: for all I F doi k

Step 2: F = ;k+1

Step 3: for all I F , i < j doj k

Step 4: N = I  I  ; i j

Step 5: if N.sup >=minsup then
Step 6: F =F {N}; F  = F {N}k+1 k+1 ? |R| |R|

Step 7: end;
Step 8: if F  != ; then k+1

Step 9: Bottom-Up (F );k+1

Step 10: end
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FP-Growth Algorithm: FP-tree is known as a frequent
pattern tree [7]. FP-growth overcomes the limitations of
ECLAT and Apriori algorithm. It moderated the multi-scan
problem. FP-growth is a divide-and-conquer algorithm
that uses two stages: build and mine [8]. An FP-tree
compromises of three attributes namely:

root node 
child node
header table

Three aspects of each node are:

Item-name
Count
Node-link

Each entry of the item header table consists of two
characteristics:

Item-name
Head of node-link

Table 3  depicts  the sample transaction database.
Fig. 3 depicts the Construction of FP- tree. In the
database, item 'a' exists in the row 1, 2 and 3. The
frequency of 'a' is 3. Likewise, find the frequency of each
item. With reference to Table 3, prioritize the items in the
database based on frequency in descending order. 

Drop out the items that do not satisfy the minimum
support value. Here the minimum support is greater than
or equal to 2.

Table 3: Transaction Database

TID Item bought Ordered item

100 d, c, a, f f, c, a, d
200 g, c, a, f, e f, c, a, g, e
300 b, a, c, f, h f, c, a, b, h
400 g, b, f f, b, g
500 c, b c, b

Table 4: Prioritize the items

Items Support

{f} 4
{c} 4
{a} 3
{b} 3 d' and calculate the frequency of each item. Next, update
{g} 2
{d} 1
{e} 1
{h} 1

Fig. 3(a-e): Construction of FP- tree

In the first phase, the tree constantly create with a
null node, attach the items one by one from tid 100 ‘f, c, a,

the tree with tid 200 ‘f, c, a, g, e '. First, create the item ‘f’
as ‘f’ is followed by a null node and add the item ‘f’ to the
node then increment the frequency to 2. Likewise insert
items ‘c’, ’a’. For the insertion of item ‘g’ no node is found
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Table 5: Generated Frequent Patterns
Items Conditional pattern base Conditional FP-tree Frequent patterns generated
h {f, c, b,  a:1} - No
e {f, c, a,  g:1} - No
d { f, a, c:1} - No
g {f, b:1} {f, c, a:1} {f:2} No
b {c:1}{f:1} {f, c, a:1} {f, c:2} No
a {f, c:3} {f, c:3} {f, c, a:3}
c {f:3} {f:3} {f, c:3}
f - - No

in the tree followed by the item ‘c’ so build a new branch patterns. The generation of frequent patterns is shown in
from 'a' and insert item 'g' with its frequency '1'. Similarly, Table 5. 
insert item ‘e’. For the insertion of third transaction ‘f, c,
b, a, h’ as the item ‘f’ is followed by a null node add it to RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
the node and increment the frequency to 3. Likewise,
insert item ‘c’ and increment its frequency to 3. In this experiment, comparing the performances of

FP-Growth Algorithm show that the experiments are reasonable, we evaluate the

Input: D – Transaction database memory usage.
s – Minimum support threshold
Output: The complete set of frequent pattern Test Environment: The experiments are conducted on
Function:

 Call FP-tree (FP-tree, null).
 Procedure FP-growth (Tree, A)
 {

Step 1: If Tree contains a single path P, then
Step 2: For each combination (denoted as B) of the

nodes in the path P Generate pattern B A with
support count = minimum support of nodes in B

Step 3: Else for each a (Item) in the header of the Tree i

 do 
{
Step 4: Generate pattern B = a A with support = i

 a .support;i

Step 5: Construct B’s conditional pattern base and 
B’s conditional FP-tree Tree ;B

Step 6: If Tree Ø thenB

Step 7: Call FP-growth (Tree , B)B

}
}

For the creation of item ‘b’ no node is exist in the tree
followed by ‘b’ so make a new node from item ‘c’ and
increment its count to 1. In the same method, insert the
fourth transaction. For the insertion of fifth transaction ‘c,
b’ as node ‘c’ followed by null doesn’t exist make a new
node from a null node and calculate the frequency. Thus,
the FP-tree is constructed. Scan the tree from bottom to
top using bottom-up approach to explore frequent

Apriori, ECLAT and FP-Growth algorithms. In order to

performance based on two important criteria: runtime and

Intel® corei3™ CPU with 2.13 GHz and 2GB of RAM
computer. The algorithms have been implementation in
Java. Datasets used in the test are displayed in Table 6.

Dataset Description: In this paper, we have used three
standard datasets from different applications. These
datasets have been acquired from Tunedit Machine
Learning Repository. Each dataset contains different
instances and attributes. Mushroom accommodates 8124
instances and 23 attributes i.e. cap shape, surface, color,
class etc. Primary tumor accommodates 339 transactions
and 18 attributes i.e. brain, skin, neck, abdominal, liver,
age, sex etc. Spect heart data accommodates 187
transactions and 23 attributes.

Performance Comparison: We have conducted a detailed
analysis to appraise the conduct of FP-growth, Apriori
and ECLAT algorithms. The parameters for analyzing the
performance are total turnaround time and memory usage
for generating itemset. In this comparison, a distinct
dataset with different threshold support values is
considered.

In Fig. 4, the type of algorithm and dataset are chosen
first. Any threshold value of minimum support can be
stated by the user. It has the option to point out the type
of viewer to display the results containing frequent
patterns. Based on threshold value frequent patterns are
generated. It also holds the information of total runtime
and memory required and the count of frequent itemsets.
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Fig. 4: Input Layout

Fig. 5: Results of Frequent patterns found using ECLAT for mushroom dataset
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Fig. 5 illustrates the visualization of frequent patterns
of ECLAT algorithm for mushroom based on minimum
support threshold value.

Real dataset with description in shown in Table 6.
Table 7 lists the runtime of Apriori, ECLAT and FP-
Growth with spect heart dataset with different support
threshold values. The processing time of Apriori for
different support threshold values is 47ms 16ms, 16ms,
15ms.

Table 6: Real Datasets
Dataset No.of instances Attributes File size(Kb)
Spect heart 187 23 6.7
Primary Tumor 339 18 3.6
Mushroom 8124 23 8.6

Table 7: Runtime of Spect heart dataset
Runtime in milliseconds
---------------------------------------------------------------

Spect Heart Data Support Apriori ECLAT FP-Growth
40 47 63 31
50 16 31 16
70 16 47 16
80 15 15 16
Average 94 156 79

Table 8: Runtime of Primary Tumor dataset
Runtime in milliseconds
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Primary Tumor Support Apriori ECLAT FP-Growth
40 78 46 16
50 31 31 15
70 15 16 16
80 46 31 46
Average 170 124 93

Table 9: Runtime of Mushroom dataset
Runtime in milliseconds
----------------------------------------------------------------

Mushroom Support Apriori ECLAT FP-Growth
40 564 610 219
50 188 608 125
70 63 78 72
80 46 109 78
Average 861 1405 494

Table 10: Memory usage of Spect heart dataset 
Memory Usage in mb
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Spect Test Support Apriori ECLAT FP-Growth
40 216.58 213.94 209.41
50 191.04 198.21 188.23
70 193.34 183.59 164.22
80 166.06 165.54 160.77
Average 767.56 761.28 722.63

Table 11: Memory usage of Primary Tumor dataset

Memory Usage in mb

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Primary Tumor Support Apriori ECLAT FP-Growth

40 162.45 139.69 150.53

50 156.21 135.09 145.58

70 124.94 124.93 118.55

80 101.47 107.42 113.15

Average 545.07 507.13 527.81

Table 12: Memory usage of Mushroom datas

Memory Usage in mb

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Mushroom Support Apriori ECLAT FP-Growth

40 12.4 28.24 7.8

50 9.3 25.14 13.66

70 33.41 27.86 15.7

80 36.57 39.72 32.88

Average 91.68 120.96 69.14

Table 8 displays the runtime of Apriori,  ECLAT and
FP- growth algorithms for primary tumor dataset. The
dataset Mushroom is tested with the algorithms Apriori,
ECLAT and FP-growth with distinct support threshold
values is illustrated in Table 9. Table 10 displayed shows
the memory usage of Apriori,  ECLAT and FP- growth
algorithms with different threshold values using spect
heart dataset. Memory usage of Apriori with distinct
support threshold values is 216.58mb,  191.04mb,
193.34mb and 166.06mb. The memory usage of Primary
tumor dataset is tested with the algorithms Apriori,
ECLAT and FP-growth with distinct support threshold
values is shown in Table 11. Memory usage of ECLAT
with distinct support threshold values is 139.69mb,
135.09mb,  124.93mb and 107.42mb. The dataset
Mushroom is tested with the algorithms Apriori,  ECLAT
and FP-growth with distinct support threshold values is
shown in Table 12. Memory usage of FP-growth with
varying support threshold values is 6.9mb,  13.66mb,
15.7mb and 32.88mb.

Runtime means the total execution time between
input and output. In the Fig. 6 y-axis shows runtime in
millisecond x-axis shows the various support threshold
values. It is shown that when the dataset is small,  runtime
of all the algorithms is near about the same. But,  when
dealing with large dataset,  runtime of FP-growth becomes
shorter as compared to other algorithms. This shows that
FP-growth algorithm gives better performance as
compared to Apriori and ECLAT algorithms. It can be
very effectively used for large database.
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Fig. 6: Runtime test (Spect heart Database) Fig. 11: Memory test (Mushrom Database)

Fig. 7: Runtime test (Primary Tumor Database) FP-Growth is agile than Apriori and ECLAT with varying

Fig. 8: Runtime test (Mushroom Database) algorithms. This shows that FP-growth algorithm gives

Fig. 9: Memory test (Spect heart Database) ECLAT and FP- Growth. The comparison studies were

Fig. 10: Memory test (Primary Tumor Database) It   doesn’t   require   scanning   the   database   each  time.

Fig. 7 portrays the runtime of primary tumor dataset
where the vertical axis shows the runtime in millisecond
and the horizontal axis shows the different support
threshold values. It is clearly known that on the average
runtime used by Apriori and ECLAT algorithm is greater
than FP-Growth algorithm. Fig. 8 illustrates theprocessing
time of Apriori,  ECLAT and FP-Growth algorithms for
primary tumor dataset. It infers that the average runtime of

threshold values. 
Memory usage for all the algorithms with different

standard  datasets  is  displayed  in  Fig. 9,  10,  11. From
the graph vertical axis shows the memory in mb and
horizontal database  shows  the  distinct support
threshold values. It is shown that when the dataset is
small,  memory of all the algorithms is near about the
same. But,  when dealing with  large dataset,  memory of
FP-growth becomes shorter as compared to other

better performance as compared to Apriori and ECLAT
algorithms. It can be very effectively used for large
database.

CONCLUSION

In this paper,  a detailed comparison has been made
for the frequent pattern mining algorithms of Apriori,

undertaken with various standard datasets like the
mushroom,  spect,  primary tumor. The resulting analysis
shows that the algorithm runtime and memory differ for
different datasets. Apriori algorithm is an iterative
approach known as level-wise search. This algorithm uses
breath first search (BFS) and the generation of candidate
itemset is needed. It undergo repeated scans of the data.
ECLAT algorithm accommodates ‘Depth First Search’
strategy  and   requires   generating   candidate  itemset.
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The FP-growth algorithm adopts ‘Divide and Conquer’ 12. Mannila, H., R. Srikant, H. Toivonen,  A.  Inkeri  and
method and does not require candidate itemset R. Agrawal, 1996. Fast Discovery of Association
generation. It doesn’t undergo repeated scans of the data. Rules in Advances in Knowledge Discovery and

After evaluating the experimental results based on Data Mining, pp: 307-328.
the  performance  characteristics  like   runtime  and 13. Chen, M., P.S. Yu and J.S. Park, 1995. An Effective
memory  usage,   it  is  shown  that  the  performance  of Hash Based Algorithm for Mining Association Rules
FP-Growth algorithm is better than Apriori and ECLAT in ACM SIGMOD Int'l Conf. Management of Data,
algorithms. May.
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